The hotel owner and hotel management reserve the right to make modifications and changes to the building design, specifications, features, floor plans, layouts, materials, timetable and the availability or intended use of all facilities without prior notice. All interior and exterior design fittings and finishes shown on the plans are subject to final adjustment upon completion and are shown for reference purposes only. Some of the photos, floor plans, drawings/map and diagrams are simplified version and may have been enhanced by computer graphics and may not be taken from the development.

While great care was taken in preparing this website, neither the hotel owner nor its agents take responsibility for its content. The information contained herein was compiled in good faith, but it should not be construed as forming part of any contract or any pre-contractual representation of fact or otherwise and would-be licensee/staying guests and readers are responsible for satisfying themselves, whether by inspection or other means, as to the accuracy of any specifications or information given.

All information contained in this website is for reference purposes only and shall not form part of any offer, contract, representation or warranty expressly or impliedly. All terms and conditions of any licence of any rooms of the Suite Hotel will be governed by separate agreements.